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Abstract-A pair (A,B), where A is an n x n matrix and E is an n x m matrix, is said to 
have the nonnegative integers sequence {Tj}T=)=1 as the r-numbers sequence if ~1 = rank(B) and 
Tj = rank[BAB...Aj-‘B] -rank[BAB... Aj-‘El], 2 < j 5 p. Given a partial upper triangular 
matrix A of size n x n in upper canonical form and an n x m matrix B, we develop algorithms that 
obtain a completion A, of A, such that the pair (A,, B) has an r-numbers sequence prescribed under 
some restrictions. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A partial matrix is a matrix in which some entries are specified and others are not. A comple- 
tion A, of a partial matrix A is the matrix resulting from a particular choice of values for the 
unspecified entries. If the unspecified entries are replaced by zeros, we have the completion Ao. 
A partial matrix A = [aij] such that aij, i 5 j, are the specified elements is called a partial upper 
triangular matrix. An interesting type of these matrices are the partial upper triangular matrices 
in upper canonical form (see (11). In [l], the authors analyze if, given a pair (A,@, where A is 
an n x n partial upper triangular matrix in upper canonical form, B is an n x m matrix with only 
~1 nonzero rows, which are linearly independent, and {T~}L~ is a nonnegative integer sequence 
such that Cb, ri I n, there is a completion A, of A such that {ri}yC1 is the r-numbers sequence 
of pair (A,, B). 
The problem can be reduced to B = [ei, ei2,. . . , ei,.,], and the authors obtain the desired 
completion when il < is < .. . < i rl I [(n + 1)/2]. In this paper, we extend this result, to the 
case il < i2 < ... < i,, > [(n + 1)/2] and p resent, a conjecture when the indices il, i2, . . . , i,, do 
not have restrictions. We use the terminology and procedures introduced in [I]. 
2. THE RESULTS 
Letrl,rz,.. . , rP be a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers such that Cy==, Ti .< n and 
B = [ei, ei,, . . . , ei,l], with il, i2,. . . 9 27, > [(n+ 1)/2]. W e are going to obtain a completion A, 
of A such that pair (A,,@ has {ri}rC1 as r-numbers sequence. 
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First, from the structure of matrix Ao, we observe that r-1 = ~2, in fact, Level 2 consists of the 
values Zi, 52,. . . , TT,, with [(n + 1)/2] 2 Ii > l2 > . . . > i,. 
In the case studied in [l], - r number rs pointed out the process to obtain A,, now r4 does it. 
We split the second level indices zi,Tz,. . . ,i,, in two sets: iYii = {?I, T2,. . . ,&} and HI2 = 
{Gq+l,. . . ,a,.,}. We apply Procedure 1 or 2 (see [l]) to the indices of Hi1 according to the 
characteristics of each index and we distinguish the following cases. 
(a) Procedure 1 cannot be applied to all indices of Hii and let ?j be the first of them, We apply 
Procedure 1 to indices ii, T2, . . . , Tj_ 1 and Procedure 2 to indices Zj, Tj+i, . . . , ?r4,&.4+1,. . . ,T,.,. 
Graphically, we have the following. 
Note that there exists enough nonused rows greater than Zj to apply Procedure 2, because in 
other cases, we would have obtained r-numbers ri, rz = ~1, rQ < ~3, and ri < r4 such that 
ri + rz + ri + ri = n. This contradicts that CT==, ri 5 n. 
(b) In other cases, we obtain ~4 applying Procedure 1 to all indices of Hii. 
(bl) If 7-a = 7-4, we have also obtained 7-g. Now, we obtain ~5 by applying Procedure 2 to the 
indices of Level 4, and so on. 
(b2) If r4 < ~3, consider t := r4 + 1. 
l If there are nonused rows j such that it < j 5 [(n + 1)/2], we choose the smallest, 
j,. We replace the zero of position (jt ,a,) of A0 by 1, put in R3 (see [l]) the index 
j, and consider used the row j,. Graphically, j, is at the third level and there is a 
down-arrow from jt to j,. 
l If there is not the mentioned row, we put in a set C the index it. 
Now t := t + 1 and we analyze the index a, as before. This process ends when we reach ra or 
get $, . 
If we still have not obtained ~3, we follow as we comment now. In the case n odd and index 
[(n f 1)/2] is in RJ, we take it out from this set (since its complement is itself). Let m be the 




If m 5 card(Ra), we consider the m first indices cl, ~2,. . . , c, of C and jr, j2,. . . , j, of Rs 
and we put a one in positions (jS, cS), 1 5 s 5 m, of matrix Ao. Then we have already 
obtained ~3. 
If m > card(Rs) and card(Rs) # 0, we repeat the process described in (i) with the first q 
indices of C and Rg, where q = card(Ra) if m - card(R3) is even and q = card( R3) - 1 
in the other case. Now we take them out of C. Note that the number QI of indices of Rz 
that we need to obtain rs is even. 
C’ = {Cl, c2,. . . , c,} be the set of first (Y indices of C. Consider cl and let tl be the first 
nonused row of least index such that tl < cl. We replace the zeros in positions (51, El) and (cl, ~2) 
of A0 by ones and consider fi as a used row at the second level instead of cl. Indices cl and tl are 
now considered used in Level 3. We take out of C’ indices cl and cz and we repeat this process 
with the rest of indices of C’. Note that tl must always exist since if not, there neither exists 
nonused rows less than nor greater than cl, except &(R~), if m - card(Ra). Then we can only 
obtain ri used rows in Level 3, and therefore, we would have the following contradiction: 
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(iii) m > card(&) and card(&) = 0. 
If m is even, we apply to current C the process applied to C’ described in the above point, 
else, we replace by zero the nonzero value of column irk obtained by applying Procedure 1. 
Now we consider again as nonused, rows j,, and jT4 and we apply the mentioned process to set 
C” = {&, Cl) . 1. , cm}. 
Having obtained rg, we get the rest of the r-numbers by applying Procedure 2 enough times. 
Note that if HII = 0, in order to obtain rg, we apply to indices in Level 2 the process described 
in (b2). 
The above process with the comments made gives a constructive proof of the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a partid upper triangular matrix, in upper canonical form of size 
n x n. Let B = [ei, ei,,..., ei,J be a matrix where [(n + 1)/2] < il < ... < i,,, and {rk}gZl a 
nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers such that Cy=‘=, ri 5 n and r1 = rg. 
Then there exists a completion A, of A such that {rlc}p=l is the r-numbers sequence of pair 
(A,, B). 
The completion A, mentioned in the above theorem is obtained by applying Algorithm 1. In 
it, the two following procedures are used. 
PROCEDURE 3 (q, C, D, S, F,, &+I) PROCEDURE 4 (f, C, S, F,, Ni, N,+I) 
Fork=1,2,...,q Let x be the first nonused row less than f 
Unqueue(ck, C), S-SU{(%f)}, 
Unqueue(dk, D), F, - F, U {%z}, 
If dk # [(n + 1)/2] or 72 even, Ni-NiU{$}, 
s - SU {(&,a)}, N, - N, - {f), 
Fu - Fu U {k}, Ni+l + Ni+l u (237 
Ni+l - Ni+l u {dk}, IfCfO 
Else Unqueue (9, C), 
Unqueue(t, D), s - su {(.f,s)l, 
s - su {(bk)}, Ni+1 - x+1 u {f), 
Fu - F, u {f), 
Ni+l - Ni+l U {E}9 
ALGORITHM 1. 
A, n x n, partial upper triangular matrix in upper canonical form, 
B = [ei, ei,, . . .,ei,.,],[(n+1)/2]<il<...<i,,, 
{rl, r2,. . , , rp} nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative integers. 
INITIALIZATION 
s-0, 
Fu-{h, . . ..%l.21,..., f, 
Nl - {G,ia,...,&}, 
Ni _;;‘:ti,;-;’ 
5 }, 
2 - , 
IP 
RI -0, 
Rz - {T1 ,...,G,), 
Ri - 0, i =3,...,p 
C +-- 0, queue structure, 
D +- 0, queue structure, 
STEP 1 
i -2, 
For k = 1,2,. . . , i-4 
Unqneue(&, R2), 
If there exists h, h +! F,, h < ik, Procedurei(&, S, F,, N,+l, Nz+2, Ri+z) 
Else, Procedure 2(Tk, S, F,, Ni+l, Ri+l) 
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6 +-- card(Ra) , 
STEP 2 
If S#O 
For k = 1,2,. . . ,Q - ~4 
Unqueue(.fk7 R2) 9 
Procedure 2(fk, S, F,, N~+I, %+I), 
Go to STEP 3, 
Else 
k-0, 
While card(N3) < ~3 and card(R2) # 0, 
Uuqueue(f, Rz), 
If there exists h,h $Z F,, f < h 5 [(n + 1)/2], 




If [(n + 1)/2] E R3 and n is odd, n = n + 1, 
x +- card(C), 
If r3 = card(Na): Go to STEP 3 
Else 
If 7720 
y +- min(r] - 1, ~3 - card(N3)) , 
Procedure 3 (Y, C, RB, S, F,, Ni+l) , 
If r3 = card(N3): Go to STEP 3 
Else 
If ~3 - card(N3) is odd, Procedure 3 (l,C, Ra,S, Fu,Nifl), 
If r3 = card(N3): Go to STEP 3 
t-1 
While t 5 ~3 - card(Na) 
Unqueue (ct , C) , 
Procedure 4 (ctr S, Fu, Ni, Ni+l), 
tct+2, 
Else 
If ~3 - card(N3) is odd and card(N3) # 0, 
Let RI be the last element of N3, 




s - s - {(%,G,,)}, 
For k= 1,2...,x 
Consider TTq the first element of C, 
t-1 
While t 5 73 - card(N3) 
Unqueue ( ct , C) , 




For k = 1,2,. . . , ri+l - card(Ni+l) 
UnWdfk, Rd, 
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Procedure 2 (fk, S, Fu, Ni+l, &+I), 
STEP 4 
Replace by ones in A0 the zeros of positions of S. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be a matrix of size 60 x 60 with the characteristics of Theorem 2.2. Let 
B = [esr es2 es5 es7 ess es9 e4c e42 e4a e44 e45 e4s e47 e4s e4a ess] be a matrix of size 60 x 16. we 
look for a completion A, of A such that {16,16,16,3,3,2,1,1,1,1} is the r-numbers sequence of 
pair (A, B). 
31 32 35 37 38 39 40 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 53 
1111111111111111 
30 29 26 24 23 22 21 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 8 
The application of the first step of the algorithm gives 
31 32 35 37 38 39 40 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 53 
1111111111111111 
30 29 26 24 23 22 21 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 8 
1 1 1 
60 59 58 
1 1 1 
1 2 3 
and S = {(60,30), (59,29), (58,26)}. Now Step 2 allows us to fill Level 3 until we obtain r3. First 
we have 
31 32 35 37 38 39 40 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 53 
1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
30 29 26 24 23 22 21 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 8 
11111111111 1 
60 59 58 25 27 28 36 20 34 33 41 9 
1 1 1 
1 2 3 
and positions (25,24), (27,23), (28,22), (20,19), (9,8), (36,21), (34,18), (33,17), and (41,16) 
are saved. In this case, ra - card(JJa) is even, then Step 2 gives 
31 32 35 37 38 39 40 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 53 
111111111111\11\11 
30 29 26 24 23 22 21 19 18 17 16 15 57 14 13 56 12 8 
11111111111 1 1 1 1 1 
60 59 58 25 27 28 36 20 34 33 41 4 15 5 13 9 
1 1 1 
1 2 3 
and positions (57,46), (15,14), (56,48), and (13,12) are saved. 
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Finally, we reach rs, . . . , m by applying Step 3, 
1 2 3 
1 1 1 
6 7 10 
1 1 
11 50 s= {(60,30), (5% 2% (58,26), (25,24), 
1 (27,23), (28,22), (20,19), (9,3), 
51 (36721) (3491% (33,17), (41716) 
1 (57, 4% (15314) (5674% (13,12), 
52 (6,127 (792) (10,3), (11,6), 
1 (50,7), (51, ll), (52,51), (54,52), (55,54)) 
54 
55 
Replacing by ones in A0 the positions saved, we obtain a completion A, of A such that pair 
(A,, B) has {16,16,16,3,3,2,1,1,1,1} as r-numbers and as controllability indices the sequence 
{10,6,5,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3]. 
Finally, when B = [ei,, . . . , eiF ej,, . . . , ej,] with ii < *. * < i, 5 [(n + 1)/2] < ji < . . . < &, we 
conjecture that the process detailed below gives a completion A,, of A such that the r-numbers 
sequence of pair (A,,, B) . 1s a majorization of the r-number sequence of pair (A,, B), being A, 
any completion of A. 
ALGORITHM 2. 
A, n x n, partial upper triangular matrix in upper canonical form, 
B = [ei,, . . . , ei, ejl,. . . , ej,,], il < . . . < i, 5 [(n + 1)/2] < ji < . + . < &, 
Let {j;}i=, be a subsequence of {jk}zC1 such that for every k E {1,2,. . . , s} there exists 1 E 
{1,2,. . . ,r}suchthatj;+il=n+l. 
Let [(n + 1)/2] < hi < ... < h, 5 n be a sequence such that hk # jl, V k E {1,2,. . . ,p}, 
Vi E {1,2,...,q}, 
Let tl < ..’ < t m I [(n + 1)/21 b e a sequence such that tk # il, V k E {1,2, . . , m}, V 1 E 
IL%. . 1 r), 
INITIALIZATION 
s-0, 
Nl - {~lr...,~rrjl ,...,&)’ 
; c ;yy=ts of {jl,. ,j,) - {j:, . . . ,j;)), 






While card(F,) # n 
Put Ri in a nonincreasing way, 
Ri={gZ,,...,gi,}, 
For t = 1,2, . . , li 
If card(F,) # n 
If there exists h, h 6 F,, ?L > gj, Procedurel(gl, S, F,, Ni+l, Ni+s, Ri+s) 
Else, if there exists h, h +! F,, h > gi, Procedure 2(gi, S, F,,, Ni+l, Ri+l) 
Else, if there exists h E Ni+z, h > gf : 
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Let h be the least index with that characteristics, 
&+2 - N+2 - {h}, 
&+2 - Ri+2 - {h}, 
S - Su {(h,&)), 
Ni+l - %+I u @}, 
&+I - &+I U {k 6) 3 
Else: Co to STEP 2. 
ici+l. 
STEP 2 
Replace by ones the zeros of A0 corresponding to positions of S. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let A be a matrix 30 x 30 as we have described in the last theorem, and let 
B = [es e12 e16 e17 elg e19] be a matrix of size 30 x 6. By applying the above process, we obtain a 
completion A, of A such that {6,6,6,6,6} is the r-numbers sequence of pair (A,, B). 
In this case, the initialization gives us the following situation: 
6 12 16 17 18 19 
1 1 5 
15 14 13 
When i = 1, Step 1 gives 
6 12 16 17 18 19 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
28 29 15 14 13 30 S = ((30,191, (29,121, (2&6)} 
1 1 1 
3 2 1 
Finally, by applying Step 1, we obtain 
6 12 16 17 18 19 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
28 29 15 14 13 30 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 2 24 26 27 1 S = {(30,19), (29,121, (28,6), (24,15), 
1 1 1 1 1 1 (2% 141, (27,131, C&3), (9,2), 
8 9 7 5 4 10 (10, l), (11, 101, (20,9), (21,8), 
1 1 1 1 1 1 (22,7), (23,5), (25,4)) 
21 20 22 23 25 1 
Replacing by ones the zeros of A0 corresponding to positions of S, we obtain the desired 
completion A,. Note that (A,, B) has {5,5,5,5,5,5} as controllability indices sequence. As we 
have commented, the r-numbers sequence obtained is a majorization of the r-numbers sequence 
of pair (AL, B), for any completion AL of A. 
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